New activities to try at the 5th CEU Picnic

Archery

Archery has historically been used for hunting and combat, while in modern times, its main use is that of a competitive sport and recreational activity. With the help of the Budapest Archery Association you can be a real bowman/woman.

Fishing simulator

Try this outstanding game! Take your rod together with line and bait and prepare to catch the biggest fish in your life. Keep your eye on the bobber and don’t slip the moment to take the catch out of the water.

Rowing simulator

Test yourself and enjoy every stroke you row. Can you beat your opponent? Row as fast as you can.

Bungee run

Put your strength and stamina to the test with this exciting adrenaline fuelled activity. It’s fast, furious and great fun! Race against each other to see who can place the Velcro marker furthest along the centre wall before losing their footing.

Minigolf

Don’t miss the idyllic mini golf court at the CEU Picnic. Fun way to spend some time for the whole family.

Giant chess

Giant chess is not only a fun and exciting way to play the strategic game of chess but also a perfect form of entertainment for everyone.

Graphology

Would you like to learn more about your personality? Our graphologist will analyse your handwriting and reveal how you think, feel and behave.